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1 Introduction
The West Midlands Region Rail Development Plan provides
the West Midlands region with a single focus for future
passenger and freight rail development. It summarises the
region’s current rail routes and services, considers future
demands on the rail network in terms of usage and strategic
requirements, and subsequently describes the process by
which rail schemes identified by the region’s stakeholders
have been aligned to a strategic framework. We would
welcome your views on the relative priority of the schemes
identified as it is unrealistic to assume that all schemes will
be deliverable.
Structure of the Rail Development Plan
This section of the Rail Development Plan starts by detailing
the purpose of the plan. It continues to provide an overview
of the West Midlands region and a description of transport
and the rail network within the region.
Section 2 - Strategic Context
Any future development of the rail network must address
problems that are preventing the strategic objectives for the
region being achieved. This section summarises the national,
regional and local strategies that underpin this plan.
Section 3 – The West Midlands Rail Network
Section Three identifies the characteristics of the current
rail network, and provides an overview of current and future
usage. It summarises the railway industry framework for
developing the network and highlights committed future
developments.
Section 4 – Network Opportunities
Section Four provides a network level summary of gaps
where the current rail network is not well aligned to meet the
strategic objectives and opportunities for addressing these
gaps. The section includes infrastructure, station, service and
freight plans which detail opportunities that are available and
provide details of strategically important network schemes
that have been identified by regional stakeholders.
Section 5 – Next Steps
The final section sets out the next steps for the Rail
Development Plan.
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Purpose of this Document
The West Midlands region’s Transport Priorities Action Plan1
was published in late 2008. One of the nine themed priorities
was regional rail capacity for passengers and freight. Centro
(the West Midlands Integrated Transport Authority) had
also published a draft Rail Network Development Strategy
in November 2007 which sat alongside other regional
policies and plans considering rail, for example the Regional
Transport Strategy. However there was no single region wide
summary which prevented the region’s rail aspirations and
objectives from being presented with a united focus.
The Regional Rail Forum is a formal working group reporting
to the Regional Transport Partnership, a body which
addresses a multi-modal agenda. It includes representatives
from all local authorities and rail industry bodies.
A sub-group of the Regional Rail Forum, comprising of its
Chairman and representatives from the Regional Assembly,
Advantage West Midlands, Network Rail, Centro, local
authorities and county councils that make up the West
Midlands region met in September 2008 to consider how
to develop Centro’s development strategy into a region
wide plan and have worked in partnership to produce this
document.
Crucially the West Midlands Region Rail Development Plan
is intended to provide the whole of the West Midlands region
with a single focus for rail development, benefiting both
passengers and freight users.
Regional Transport Priorities
The Regional Transport Priorities Action Plan was published
by Advantage West Midlands and the West Midlands
Regional Assembly in response to a challenge by the
Regional Minister to identify the region’s strategic transport
priorities. Nine regional priorities were identified, of which
four are in an advanced state of implementation with
committed or near-certain funding packages.

1 Regional Transport Priorities Action Plan, West Midlands Regional Assembly and Advantage West
Midlands (2008)
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Regional rail capacity, both for passengers and freight, has
been identified as one of the regional transport priorities. It
currently encompasses a package of 12 potential heavy
rail projects for improving capacity, accessibility and
journey times for passengers and freight. The projects are
summarised below:

»» Birmingham Central Area Rail Capacity Improvements

(Camp Hill chords and Camp Hill and Tamworth local
passenger services);
»» Brinsford park and ride;
»» Connecting Coventry – station improvements;
»» Extension of Cross City South electrification and services
to Bromsgrove;
»» Cotswold line upgrade;
»» Nuneaton – Coventry – Kenilworth – Leamington
(NUCKLE) service enhancments, Phase 1 Nuneaton –
Coventry;
»» NUCKLE Phase 2 Coventry – Leamington;
»» Walsall – Stourbridge freight corridor;
»» Longbridge transport hub;
»» Station enhancements through rebuilding at Kidderminster,
relocation of Bromsgrove station and new station at
Stratford Parkway;
»» Telford park and ride; and
»» Worcester Parkway station.
Centro Integrated Public Transport Prospectus
Centro is currently producing an ‘Integrated Public Transport
Prospectus’ that will set out a long term vision for the
public transport system in the West Midlands conurbation.
The prospectus will build on the findings from the Rail
Development Plan and support the delivery of a more
integrated transport system.
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Objectives
The Rail Development Plan will inform the region’s input to
the second High Level Output Specification which in turn
will be used to determine investment in the rail network in
Control Period 5 (2014-2019). This process will start in
2010. The plan also sets out longer term aspirations.
It complements the rail industry’s own plans as set out in the
Route Utilisation Strategies by considering rail’s contribution
to achieving national, regional and local strategic transport
and economic objectives.
The plan will also form an input into the development of the
regional evidence base and the generation of options as part
of Developing a Sustainable Transport System stages one
and two.
The specific objectives of the plan are to:

»» link the objectives of appropriate national, regional and

local strategies with opportunities for the rail industry to
meet these;
»» highlight areas where the existing rail network impedes or
will impede realisation of elements of these objectives;
»» identify opportunities to address shortfalls and summarise
the best way to take these forward; and
»» confirm potential rail schemes that have been identified by
stakeholders and highlight their fit, at a network level, with
the strategic context.
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The West Midlands Region
The West Midlands region covers around 13,000 square
kilometres2, has a population of 5.4 million3 and is comprised
of several Shire Counties and Unitary Authorities. These are
shown in Figure 1.1 and summarised as follows:

»» West Midlands metropolitan area, consisting of:

Birmingham, Coventry, Solihull, Walsall, Wolverhampton,
Sandwell and Dudley (population of 2,600,000);
»» Staffordshire (823,000);
»» Warwickshire (522,000);
»» Worcestershire (523,000);
»» Shropshire (289,000);
»» Stoke-on-Trent (240,000);
»» Herefordshire (178,000); and
»» Telford and Wrekin (162,000).

2 Regional Spatial Strategy for the West Midlands, GOWM (2008)
3 ONS, Mid-2007 Population Estimates for 2007 Wards in England and Wales
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Birmingham is the principal city in the region with a
population of over one million and is the major attractor
in terms of employment, services, shopping and leisure
facilities. Other regional centres include Wolverhampton,
Coventry, Hereford, Worcester, Shrewsbury, Telford, Stokeon-Trent, Tamworth and Nuneaton.
There are 2.4 million people employed in the West
Midlands region, with 14% of those in the manufacturing
sector4. Decline in traditional industries over the past thirty
years has reduced the number of jobs in industry and in
turn has resulted in a change in people’s travel patterns.
The new service and knowledge based economies are
reinforcing some traditional economic centres with particular
concentrations in Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Coventry
and Stoke-on-Trent.

4 ONS annual business inquiry employee analysis – www.nomis.co.uk
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Transport in the West Midlands Region
The local authorities and Centro have transport planning
responsibilities across the region. In addition Centro
promote and develop public transport across the West
Midlands metropolitan area. The Highways Agency has
responsibility for the strategic road network and Network Rail
is responsible for rail infrastructure.
Enhancing connectivity within the West Midlands region
is vital to accelerating economic growth while meeting
environmental targets and rail has an important part to play
in facilitating this. The rail network serving Birmingham and
other employment centres in the region offers a sustainable
way of catering for commuting trips. Peak period rail use in
the West Midlands has grown strongly in recent years and at
a faster rate than car traffic.
It has been the West Midlands rail network which has
facilitated sustainable economic growth by supporting
the growth in city centre employment. However, on-train
crowding and the current geographic scope of the network
now limit the opportunity for future growth. If the region
is to continue to grow, then rail capacity has to increase
simultaneously.
While commuting flows are significant the region’s rail
network also caters for other passenger flows. School
children and students are an important flow on many
routes in the region. Rail is increasingly attractive for leisure
opportunities, in particular to access the developing city
centre retail opportunities.
The strategic road network around Birmingham and the wider
West Midlands region experiences significant congestion
at peak times. This results in extended and unreliable
journey times. Even with committed and planned investment
congestion is forecast to worsen over time. Rail provides a
sustainable alternative to travel on the congested highway
network. In particular rail services to London and other city
regions will be of increasing importance to business as
congestion on the motorway network increases.
Birmingham International Airport delivers substantial
economic benefits to the West Midlands region and these
benefits will increase as the Airport expands. Increasing
public transport mode share in surface access will support
the Airport’s future growth plans. Rail has a key role to play in
accommodating this growth.
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Figure 1.2
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Inter Regional Connectivity
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Freight in the West Midlands is an important factor in the
development of the regional and national economy. Increasing
congestion on the strategic road network will increase the
attractiveness of rail for transporting goods in the longer term.
Nationally, rail freight demand is forecast to double by 2030.
The strongest growth is expected in the movement of intermodal
containers. In order to accommodate this growth, improvements
to loading gauge will be necessary.
Transport Connectivity in the West Midlands
Figure 1.2 shows the location of towns and cities in the West
Midlands region (outside of the metropolitan area) with a
population that is greater than 50,000. For these towns and
cities and the boroughs in the West Midlands metropolitan
area, Table 1.1 provides a summary of transport links by rail,
bus and car to Birmingham, as the dominant regional centre
in the West Midlands. The table also shows the direct rail
connections to London which, as the country’s capital city and a
major international centre, offers significant business and leisure
opportunities.
The table shows that the key towns and cities are generally
well connected by rail to Birmingham. Journey times generally
match or are better than those available by car and bus travelling
on uncongested roads. Most towns and cities have good links
to London though those to the west of the region including
Hereford, Shrewsbury and Telford are comparatively poorly
served.
The West Midlands region is also well connected by rail to
the other regions. Figure 1.3 illustrates the connections with
selected key centres in each of the English regions, Scotland
and Wales. Each of the centres shown has at least an hourly rail
service and, with the exception of Cambridge, the rail journey
time is equal or quicker than by car.
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Rail in the West Midlands Region
From the mid 1990s onwards, rail in the region has seen
significant growth in demand. Increasing road congestion
and employment, growth of city centre retail and leisure
opportunities and growing environmental awareness have
helped to strengthen the competitive position and market of
rail services.
There have been a number of notable improvements to the
network in recent years, including:

»» opening of Warwick Parkway for Chiltern Railways services
in 2000;
»» introduction of Class 220/221 Voyager rolling stock and
the clockface Cross Country timetable in 2003;
»» refurbishment of Moor Street station to coincide with the
opening of the Bull Ring Shopping Centre in 2003;
»» opening of Coleshill Parkway station in September 2007,
nearly 40 years after the previous station was closed; and
»» West Coast Main Line route modernisation and
introduction of Class 390 Pendolino rolling stock leading
to the introduction of the Virgin West Coast Very High
Frequency (VHF) timetable in December 2008.
Despite these improvements recent growth in demand has
continued to place pressure on the existing rail network. In
order to maintain the recent growth in rail demand, and the
economic and environmental benefits rail services generate,
it is essential that a coordinated region-wide approach to
planning and development is adopted.
More detail of the characteristics of the existing rail
network in the West Midlands, its current usage and future
development is contained within Section 3.
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2 Strategic Objectives
This section sets out the strategic context underpinning this
Rail Development Plan. It includes a review of the relevant
national, regional and local plans, and provides the link to
the relevant railway planning documents such as the Route
Utilisation Studies that are described in more detail in
Section 3.
The Rail Development Plan will reflect government’s five
overarching priorities for transport set out in Delivering a
Sustainable Transport System (DaSTS)5, together with the
regional priorities set out within the regional spatial, transport
and economic strategies6 and the recent Regional Transport
Priorities Action Plan.
At a local level, the plan will reflect the priorities set out
within the relevant second Local Transport Plans and Local
Development Frameworks. This document will in itself
influence the emerging third Local Transport Plans and also
the development of an evidence base in support of DaSTS.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the strategic context within which the
Rail Development Plan has been considered.
Figure 2.1

Strategic Context Of The Rail Development Plan

5 Delivering a Sustainable Transport System, DfT (2008)
6 Regional Economic Strategy, Advantage West Midlands (2007)
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National Context
Over the past two years, significant changes have occurred
in national transport policy. The Eddington Transport Study7,
the Stern Review8 and the Department for Transport’s
response to Eddington and Stern, Towards a Sustainable
Transport System9 (and latterly DaSTS) are leading a shift
in priorities within transport policy. The Transport Act10
also changes how strategies are developed and plans
implemented in the metropolitan counties. As well as
influencing policy, the Transport Act also creates Integrated
Transport Authorities in metropolitan counties to replace
Passenger Transport Authorities.
The Eddington Transport Study
The Eddington Transport Study highlighted the contribution
that transport could make to sustaining and enhancing the
UK’s economic competitiveness and productivity. The study
suggested that both commuter and inter city rail corridors
are under increasing pressure and that without intervention
further increases in crowding is likely, with some services
running at or over capacity into and between urban areas.
Eddington suggests that government investment should be
carefully targeted at those parts of the transport network
that are crucial to supporting economic growth and are
currently not able to perform11. This sets a clear agenda
for government investment targeted to provide maximum
productivity returns in terms of providing better inter-urban
links, international links and congested commuter services
into cities. However, Eddington also recognises that some
cities are better connected than others and does not rule
out the need for new transport links to enhance inter and
intra city region connectivity. These priorities inform this
Rail Development Plan and the contribution that the rail
network can make to improving national competitiveness and
productivity.

7 The Eddington Transport Study, DfT (2006)
8 The Stern Review, HM Treasury (2006)
9 Towards a Sustainable Transport System, DfT (2007)
10 The Transport Act, HM Government (2008)
11 The Eddington Transport Study, DfT (2006) pg. 6
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The Stern Review
The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change
sets out in detail the contribution that transport can make
in reducing climate change. In particular it suggests that
transport contributes to 14% of our current greenhouse
gas emissions and that there are two key factors which
will be crucial in achieving a reduction in transport related
emissions, namely:

»» encouraging shift to more sustainable modes through

behaviour change, and
»» investing in research to bring forward advances in cleaner
fuels.
The Stern Review suggests that over the next 20 years, with
carbon taxes being introduced, there will be an increasing
emphasis on carbon reduction in the transport sector and
highlights the price that we would pay if we fail to tackle
climate change.
Through the Climate Change Act12 the government has
committed to reducing the nation’s carbon emissions by
26% from 1990 levels by 2020 and by 80% by 2050. The
December 2008 report from the Committee on Climate
Change13 has highlighted the importance of the transport
sector in contributing to these commitments. The Stern
Review’s emphasis on carbon reduction will be key to this
Rail Development Plan. Mode shift from car to rail (and other
public transport modes) is seen as an important means of
achieving the government’s carbon reduction targets.
Delivering a Sustainable Transport System
The Department for Transport published its formal
consultation document Delivering a Sustainable Transport
System (DaSTS) in November 2008. It provides both the
framework for transport and also sets out long term transport
priorities for the period to 2019 and beyond. It strongly
reflects the conclusions of the Eddington Study and the
Stern Review.

12 The Climate Change Act, HM Government (2008)
13 Building a Low Carbon Economy – the UK’s contribution to tackling climate change, Committee on
Climate Change (2008)
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DaSTS sets out five clear goals for transport taking account
of its wider impact on climate change, health, quality of
life and the natural environment. The DaSTS goals for the
transport network are:

»» to support national economic competitiveness and

growth, by delivering reliable and efficient transport
networks;
»» to reduce transport’s emissions of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases, with the desired outcome of
tackling climate change;
»» to contribute to better safety and health and longer life
expectancy by reducing the risk of death, injury or illness
arising from transport, and by promoting travel modes that
are beneficial to health;
»» to promote greater equality of opportunity for all
citizens, with the desired outcome of achieving a fairer
society; and
»» to improve quality of life for transport users and
non-transport users, and to promote a healthy natural
environment.
Of these objectives, the reduction in carbon and improving
competitiveness objectives are seen as crucial to
underpinning regional and local transport policies.
One of the main principles set out in DaSTS is that transport
schemes should be developed in direct response to a
specific problem, rather than problems being retrofitted to
schemes to provide justification for them. In particular there is
an emphasis on developing a thorough and robust evidence
base at a regional level that identifies problems and issues
and an understanding of the drivers of transport demand and
how these are likely to evolve in the future14. These DaSTS
objectives are also reflected in the DfT’s December 2008
draft guidance on third Local Transport Plans15.
DaSTS also sets out a national approach that includes the
government’s goals for the national network which will allow
delivery partners (for example Network Rail) to develop their
own investment plans. Fourteen national transport corridors
connecting the UK’s ten largest conurbations have been
identified, that are essential to the success of the national
economy. One of these corridors is London to the West
Midlands, which is being considered as part of the High
Speed 2 work discussed later in this section, and also the
14 Delivering a Sustainable Transport System (DfT), pg 8.
15 Draft Guidance on Third Local Transport Plans, DfT (2008)
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Haven Ports/ South Coast Ports to the Midlands which are
key to providing freight access into and out of the West
Midlands.
In addition, seventeen international gateways are identified,
with the priority to 2014 being to make better use of these
existing networks. These corridors and gateways are key
priorities for growth and development over the next five
years.
In April 2009, DfT issued guidance16 on the implementation
of the DaSTS process. This set out four stages of work;

»» stage 1 - agreeing strategic priorities and work

programme, by June 2009;
»» stage 2 - generating options, by December 2010 ;
»» stage 3 - sifting and packaging options, by December
2011; and
»» stage 4 - deciding on overall programme, by 2012.
The Rail Development Plan will inform the first two stages as
well as the regional evidence base that is being developed.
Regional Context
Since the Local Transport Act came into effect from February
2009, there is a requirement to review the transport
governance arrangements. This is currently underway, and
different organisations will have differing responsibilities in
the future.
Regional Spatial and Transport Strategies17
The Regional Spatial Strategy for the West Midlands, which
includes the Regional Transport Strategy is developed by the
West Midlands Regional Assembly (as the Regional Planning
Body) and sets out several key priorities for transport:

»» developing accessibility and mobility within the region to
support the Spatial Strategy;
»» reducing the need to travel;
»» providing greater opportunities for walking and cycling;
»» promoting travel awareness;
»» development of an integrated public transport network;
»» development of strategic park and ride sites;

16 Guidance to regions on DfT funding support for development work on “Delivering a Sustainable
Transport System”, DfT (2009)
17 Regional Spatial Strategy for the West Midlands, Government Office for the West Midlands (2008)
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»» improving the reliability and efficiency of freight movement;
and
»» improving the management and development of national
and regional transport networks.

There are also several rail-specific improvements outlined in
the Regional Transport Strategy. These are as follows:

»» improved rail services on key routes, including new rolling

stock and capacity enhancements;
»» development and enhancement of links between urban
areas; and
»» improved interchange facilities both within and between
different modes of travel, including the provision of further
park and ride facilities18.
The Regional Transport Strategy recognises that in order
to deliver these objectives, significant partnership working
between local authorities, Centro, Network Rail and Train
Operating Companies will be necessary.
The Regional Spatial Strategy sets the context for housing
growth within the West Midlands. The planned housing
growth targets are ambitious and the recent announcement
that several areas have been designated growth points/
growth point partnerships increases the pressure on the
region to deliver the increased housing allocations agreed
with government. For the West Midlands, the RSS Phase
2 revision core option housing targets are included in Table
2.1 and mapped in Figure 2.2. Options for additional housing
growth beyond that set out in the RSS Phase 2 revision are
currently under consideration.
Transport infrastructure is critical to enable the housing
targets and the associated development to be realised,
and in turn to deliver the economic growth. This Rail
Development Plan is intended to support the West Midlands
housing targets by identifying rail schemes that may be
necessary to accommodate population growth and future
travel growth.

18 Regional Spatial Strategy, pg 110
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Table 2‑1

West Midlands Housing Targets25

County / Unitary Authority

Local Authority Area

RSS Phase 2 revision core
option (net 2006-26)

Birmingham

50,600

Coventry

33,500

Black Country

61,200

Solihull

7,600

Shropshire

Shropshire

25,700

25,700

Telford and Wrekin

Telford and Wrekin

26,500

26,500

Cannock Chase

5,800

East Staffordshire

12,900

Lichfield

8,000

North Staffordshire

17,100

South Staffordshire

3,500

Stafford

10,100

Staffordshire Moorlands

6,000

Tamworth

2,900

North Warwickshire

3,000

Nuneaton and Bedworth

10,800

Rugby

10,800

Stratford – on – Avon

5,600

Warwick

10,800

Bromsgrove

2,100

Redditch

6,600

South Worcestershire

24,500

Wyre Forest

3,400

Herefordshire

16,600

West Midlands Metropolitan Area

Staffordshire

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Herefordshire
Total West Midlands Region

152,900

66,300

41,000

36,600

16,600

365,600

19

19 The West Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy, Phase Two Revision, Preferred Option, December 2007
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Figure 2.2
West Midlands Region - Housing Growth
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Regional Economic Strategy
The Regional Economic Strategy identifies a £10bn output
gap between the West Midlands region and the national
average. The strategy illustrates ways in which the region
can encourage growth and economic development to
address this gap while achieving an ongoing reduction in
carbon emissions. It includes several objectives that will
ensure transport contributes to wider economic growth and
productivity. Underlying these objectives are the goals of
improving regional productivity and competitiveness. The
strategy’s objectives are as follows20:

»» improving access to employment;
»» ensuring good connections between businesses and their
customers;
»» ensuring that the transport of goods into and out of the
region does not put additional pressures on transport
infrastructure and services;
»» tackling mobility in an integrated way;
»» maximising efficiency in travel and logistics;
»» understanding how to get more capacity from our existing
transport networks through better management;
»» encouraging sustainable transport; and
»» reducing the impact that our transport habits have on the
environment.

The Regional Economic Strategy also specifically mentions
the scheme to improve Birmingham New Street Station as a
strategic priority as this will help to achieve several of the key
objectives set out in the document.
The regional spatial, transport and economic strategies will
be updated to form the Integrated Regional Strategy for the
West Midlands which will be developed over the next two
years in line with government guidance.

20 Regional Economic Strategy, pg 43
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Regional Freight Strategy21
The Regional Freight Strategy was developed from the West
Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy’s policies and objectives
and seeks to support national and regional objectives for the
sustainable movement of goods and services and to improve
economic efficiency. It identifies the key issues that need to
be addressed and seeks to provide a robust framework to
bring about more efficient and sustainable freight movements
in the region.
The strategy identifies two freight proposals that provide
national and regional benefits and these are being delivered
as part of the strategic freight network, more detail of which
can be found in Section 3. The proposals are:

»» Nuneaton to Felixstowe rail freight enhancement; and
»» Southampton to the West Coast Main Line rail freight
enhancements.

Regional Transport Priorities Action Plan (2008)
The Regional Transport Priorities Action Plan sets out
the nine transport priorities developed by West Midlands
partners from across the region. These priorities will
contribute to both the growth agenda and also to the
achievement of wider regional objectives set out in the
regional spatial, transport and economic strategies. The
priorities are summarised as follows:

»» Birmingham New Street Station;
»» rail freight upgrades - Peterborough and Southampton to

Nuneaton;
»» regional rail capacity, both for passengers and freight;
»» Black Country ‘strategic transport spine’;
»» Birmingham International Airport - runway extension and
surface access;
»» M5/M6 capacity improvements and Motorway Box Active
Traffic Management;
»» North Staffordshire Integrated Transport Package;
»» new growth points / settlements of significant
development; and,
»» smarter choices.

21 Regional Freight Strategy, West Midlands Regional Assembly (2007)
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The purpose of the action plan is to drive forward the priority
transport schemes within the region, with the backing of
key stakeholders. These schemes will have an important
role to play in supporting the regional and national transport
objectives set out in this section.
Airport Surface Access Strategies
One of the largest generators of rail trips in the region
is Birmingham International Airport, which is served by
Birmingham International station. There are nine trains per
hour between Birmingham International and Birmingham
New Street, with a journey time of 15 minutes. The airport’s
Surface Access Strategy22 plans to increase rail mode
share for access to the airport by employees (to 6%) and air
passengers (to 12%) by 2012.
The strategy recognises that opportunities to increase the
number and range of services at Birmingham International
station are limited. This is due to the significant cost of
additional infrastructure required to increase capacity on the
two track rail corridor serving the airport. However the airport
is supportive of proposals for all Cross Country services
between Reading and Birmingham New Street operating via
Birmingham International.
The strategy accepts that the key to increasing rail mode
share is through improved marketing, information and
facilities that can raise awareness of rail access to the airport
and increase the quality of the journey experience.
Although outside the West Midlands region, Manchester
Airport and East Midlands Airport provide important travel
and employment opportunities for those living in the North
and North East of the region.
Manchester Airport has a direct rail link with nine trains
per hour to Manchester Piccadilly. Although there are no
direct service to the West Midlands region there are a
range of journey opportunities available by interchanging
at Manchester Piccadilly. Manchester Airport’s Ground
Transport Plan23 sets out the airports aspirations for improved
rail access to 2030. The airport plans to increase rail mode
share for both employees (to 4-6%) and passengers (to
15%) by 2015.
22 Airport Surface Access Strategy 2006 – 2012, Birmingham International Airport
23 Ground Transport Plan, Part of the Manchester Airport Master Plan to 2030, Manchester Airport,
2006
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Key to achieving this is improvements to rail capacity in
central Manchester, although the airport also has aspirations
for improved rail connectivity to Stoke-on-Trent and the West
Midlands.
Unlike Birmingham International and Manchester airports,
East Midlands Airport does not have a direct rail link.
Reaching the airport from the West Midlands region by
rail requires using the dedicated bus links from Derby,
Loughborough or East Midlands Parkway stations. Although
located near to Derby, Nottingham and Leicester the airports
rural location means that public transport links are not as
effective and car access is relatively easy. Accordingly the
key target24 is to reduce the number of single occupancy car
trips to and from the airport. Following the opening of East
Midlands Parkway station in January 2009 the airport has a
target to increase rail mode share to 5% of both employee
and passengers access to the airport.

Local Context
Local Transport Plans
There are four overarching objectives known as the
‘Transport Shared Priority’ that inform all Local Transport
Plans, the first three of which are most relevant to rail. These
are as follows:

»» reducing congestion;
»» improving accessibility;
»» improving air quality, and
»» improving road safety.
Each Local Transport Plan in the West Midlands region
has been reviewed and the points below summarises the
common objectives:

»» an economically vibrant society; diverse range of

businesses, benefiting from high quality transport links
to the rest of the UK and Europe. Ensuring that transport
underpins the economic revitalisation of the West
Midlands Metropolitan region;
»» improving health; encouraging more people to walk and
cycle and provide more opportunities/incentives for people
to follow a healthy lifestyle;
24 East Midlands Airport Master Plan, 2006
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»» good and reliable access; people will be able to reach

services and opportunities within a reasonable time and at
a reasonable cost. Discrepancies between the cost and
time of different modes will be reduced;
»» tackling congestion; discourage traffic growth during
peak periods in urban areas;
»» combat social exclusion and deliver accessibility;
improve accessibility to health and educational facilities;
»» improving the quality of public spaces and streetscape;
in more rural areas with a high quality natural environment
it is important to ensure that the impacts of transport are
minimised;
»» integration of transport modes; ensuring that
interchange between modes is as easy as possible;
»» protect and enhance environmental quality; ensure that
transport choices will have less impact on the local and
global environment; and
»» improving air quality; tackle the declared Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMAs) and prevent any further
areas being declared.
Local Development Frameworks
There are several Local Development Framework (LDF)
documents that set the local planning context for the
West Midlands local authorities. In developing these LDF
documents, the transport context (set out in Local Transport
Plans and the Regional Transport Strategy) will be an
important consideration, especially in terms of considering
suitable sites for development.
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Not all authorities have published LDF documents at this
time. A review of those LDF documents that are available has
identified the following common transport related objectives:

»» protection of the environment/air quality;
»» improving sustainable travel options;
»» improve inter and intra regional connectivity;
»» develop high quality affordable public transport system;
»» avoid and minimise the adverse impacts of climate change;
»» reduce the need to travel by car by locating developments
near to existing public transport services;
»» promote better transport choice and integration between
different modes;
»» improve safety;
»» improve public transport reliability; and
»» improve access to jobs and services by sustainable
modes.

Centro Integrated Public Transport Prospectus
Centro is currently producing an ‘Integrated Public Transport
Prospectus’ that will set out a long term vision for the
public transport system in the West Midlands conurbation.
The prospectus will build on the findings from the Rail
Development Plan and support the delivery of a more
integrated transport system.

Strategic Rail Documents
The Rail Development Plan must be prepared within the
railway industry’s planning framework. Network Rail is the
organisation responsible for the industry planning process,
and it delivers this to a large extent through the preparation
of Route Utilisation Strategies.
Route Utilisation Strategies
Network Rail is required to produce Route Utilisation
Strategies (RUSs) for the whole of the network under their
control. The purpose of RUSs was set out by the Office of
Rail Regulation (ORR) in June 2005 as to:
“enable Network Rail and persons providing services
relating to railways to better plan their businesses, and
funders to better plan their activities; and to set out feasible
options for network capacity, timetable outputs and network
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capability, and funding implications of those options for
persons providing services to railways and funders”25
Network Rail takes account of recommendations in RUSs
when carrying out its capacity allocation activities and
agreeing investment with central government.
The RUS process is currently progressing, with
approximately half of the eventual total of 19 RUSs published
and established. The RUSs affecting the West Midlands
region are:

»» West Midlands and Chilterns;
»» Freight;
»» West Coast;
»» Great Western Main Line;
»» Wales;
»» East Midlands; and
»» Network.
More details of these are contained within Section 3 where
the West Midlands rail network is described.
Sustainable Transport
In 2007 the Rail and Safety Standards Board (RSSB)
published a document that set out a sustainable
development review of the railways. The Case for Rail26
explored sustainability in the context of rail, and identified
three key categories:

»» environment;
»» economic; and
»» social.
Within these three catorgories, the report focused on seven
issues:

»» climate change;
»» air quality;
»» train service performance;
»» capacity;
»» affordability and accessibility;
25 Extract from ORR guidelines on Route Utilisation Strategies, June 2005.
26 The Case for Rail, RSSB (2007)
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»» safety and personal security; and
»» noise and vibration.
The report complements, and indeed contributes, to the
argument that rail can play a critical role in delivering the twin
goals of economic growth and carbon reduction by carrying
more passengers and freight.
High Speed 2
In January 2009 the DfT announced27 that a new company,
High Speed 2, would be set up to develop the case for a
new high speed rail link between London and the West
Midlands and consider the benefits this will bring for travel
to the north of the country. High Speed 2 will initially develop
a proposal for the new line by the end of 2009, with the
government assessing the option thereafter.
Although no firm options exist at present the development of
a new high speed line has the potential to bring significant
benefit for rail travel in the West Midlands region. This rail
plan will need to be reviewed as options for the new high
speed line emerge.
Summary of Strategic Context
The policy review undertaken in this section indentifies the
strategic objectives relevant to the Rail Development Plan.
The majority of these overarching objectives already reflect
the DaSTS objectives for transport.
Section 4 uses the DaSTS objectives to consider situations
where the current rail network is not well aligned to the
strategic requirements and identifies opportunities to
address these gaps.
Any future development of the schemes identified in this
plan will require a more detailed assessment of feasibility,
including fit with the relevant strategic objectives as detailed
in this section.

27 Britain’s Transport Infrastructure – High Speed 2, DfT, January 2009
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3 The West Midlands Regional
Rail Network
This section provides an overview of the rail network in
the West Midlands region. It is split into a number of sub
sections which:

»» provide a summary of the rail network;
»» present the rail operators in the region;
»» highlight the physical characteristics of the rail network;
»» summarise current and future usage of the rail network;
and
»» sets out the short and longer term development of the
network.
Overview of the Rail Network
The region’s rail network is at the heart of the national rail
network and is strongly focused on serving Birmingham
and the West Midlands metropolitan area. There are over
40 million passenger journeys each year on the network,
which serves 154 stations28. Demand at these stations,
and the service frequency at stations in the West Midlands
metropolitan area are detailed in Appendix B and C
respectively.
Figure 3.1 shows the West Midlands regional rail network.
The region also handles considerable freight flows and has
around 20 freight terminals.
The rail routes in the West Midlands are used by a variety
of passenger and freight traffic and range from the largely
4-track 125 mph West Coast Main Line to single track rural
lines. Most routes, however, are double track.
The commuter rail network around Birmingham is especially
busy, with services running every 10 minutes on the busiest
routes. For most other main corridors there are at least two
trains per hour, although smaller rural stations can receive
fewer trains.

28 Office of Rail Regulation Station Usage Data and Halcrow analysis of Centro area non RSP demand
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Figure 3.1

West Midlands Rail Network
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The region has three links to London. The primary connection
is to London Euston via the West Coast Main Line. This
has undergone significant investment over recent years, and
since December 2008 both Birmingham and Manchester
receive three trains per hour provided by Virgin West
Coast. The Chiltern route to London Marylebone is served
by two Chiltern Railways trains per hour from Birmingham
Snow Hill, and a train every two hours from Stratford-uponAvon. Wrexham and Shropshire also provide four trains per
day from Wrexham, Shropshire, Telford and Tame Bridge
Parkway to London via the Chiltern route. The Cotswold line
from Worcester to Oxford and London Paddington has an
irregular hourly service provided by First Great Western and
is an important link for the south of the region.
There are also important inter regional connections to the five
adjacent regions, all of which have direct rail connections.
Birmingham International Airport and the National Exhibition
Centre are served by Birmingham International on the key
Birmingham – Coventry – London Euston corridor.
A common issue across the region’s network is sharing of
track capacity between inter city, regional, local and freight
services. There is little segregation between these different
traffic flows, and on some corridors (such as between
Coventry and Birmingham) all the traffic types have to be
accommodated within an extremely intensive timetable.

Rail Operators
Passenger services are provided by nine Train Operating
Companies (TOCs). Table 3.1 and Figure 3.2 overleaf
summarise each TOC, the routes they operate and the rolling
stock used.
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Table 3.1

Train Operator Companies in the West Midlands Region

Train Operator

West Midlands Routes

Rolling Stock Used

Centro area local services

Class 323 / 321
Class 150 /153 / 170

London Midland

Birmingham – Northampton – London

Class 350/321

Birmingham – Liverpool

Class 350

Birmingham – Shrewsbury

Class 170

Birmingham – Worcester – Hereford

Class 170

Worcester – Gloucester

Class 170/153

London – Trent Valley - Crewe

Class 350

Birmingham – Manchester

Class 220/221 Voyagers

Birmingham – Scotland via Newcastle

Class 220/221 Voyagers / HST

Cross Country

Birmingham – Bristol/South West

Class 220/221 Voyagers / HST

Franchise operated by Arriva and due to
expire in 2016

Birmingham – Reading/Bournemouth

Class 220/221 Voyagers

Birmingham – Nottingham

Class 170

Birmingham – Leicester/Stansted Airport

Class 170

Birmingham – Cardiff

Class 170

Kidderminster- Birmingham – Banbury –
London

Class 168

Stratford-upon-Avon – Banbury – London

Class 168

London – Birmingham – Wolverhampton

Class 390 Pendolino

Virgin West Coast

London – Stafford – Liverpool

Class 390 Pendolino

Franchise operated by Virgin and due to
expire in 2012

London – Manchester

Class 390 Pendolino

London – North Wales

Class 221 Voyagers

Birmingham – Preston – Scotland

Class 221 Voyagers

Birmingham – Shrewsbury – Aberystwyth/
Chester

Class 158

Cardiff – Hereford – Shrewsbury –
Manchester

Class 175

Derby – Stoke-on-Trent – Crewe

Class 153 / 156

Wrexham – Shrewsbury – Telford –
London

Class 67 & Mk 3 Coaches

Franchise operated by Govia and due to
expire in 2015
Also operates suburban services
between London and Northampton

Chiltern Railways
Franchise operated by Deutsche Bahn
AG and due to expire in 2022
Also operates local services from London
Marylebone

Arriva Trains Wales
Franchise operated by Arriva and due to
expire in 2018
Also operates local and inter regional
services throughout Wales and West
England
East Midlands Trains
Franchise operated by Stagecoach and
due to expire in 2015
Also operates inter city services between
London and Sheffield and local services
throughout the East Midlands
Wrexham and Shropshire
Open access operator owned by
Deutsche Bahn AG and Renaissance
Trains
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Manchester – Stoke-on-Trent

Class 323

First Great Western

Hereford – Worcester – Oxford – London

High Speed Train (HST)

Franchise operated by First Group and
due to expire in 2013

Great Malvern – Bristol

Class 158

Northern Rail
Franchise operated by Serco and
NedRailways and due to expire in 2013
Also operates local and inter regional
services throughout the North of England

Also operate suburban, inter regional and
inter city services throughout the Thames
Valley, Wales and West of England
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Figure 3.2

Passenger Train Operating Company Routes
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With the exception of Wrexham and Shropshire, all the TOCs
operate under a franchise contract from the Department
for Transport. The franchised operators deliver a service
specified by the DfT under a Service Level Commitment; any
change to the service levels would need to be agreed with
the DfT.
Freight services are operated on a commercial basis by a
variety of Freight Operating Companies (FOCs). The three
key FOCs are summarised below, although there are a
number of smaller companies operating:

»» DB Schenker (formerly English Welsh and Scottish
Railways);
»» Freightliner; and
»» First GB Railfreight.

The routes over which freight services operate vary
significantly depending on the type of product being moved.
A summary of key destinations is provided on page 49.
Rail Network Characteristics
The opportunity to accommodate the economic growth
within the region while meeting environmental targets as
set out in the various policy documents is constrained
by the characteristics of the existing rail network. The rail
network has many facets. Those summarised below are the
key factors which may impede the rail network reaching
its full potential to support ongoing economic growth and
environmental benefits in the region. These include

»» line speeds;
»» capacity utilisation;
»» reliability and punctuality; and
»» access to the network.
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Line Speeds
There is a wide range of speed limits in force across the rail
network in the West Midlands which directly impact on the
achievable journey times. These speed limits are generally
appropriate to the nature of the service being operated.
The optimum speed limit on a given route should reflect the
maximum speed possible for a specific type of rolling stock
operating a given timetable. All rolling stock in operation
is capable of speeds of 75 mph, with the newer stock
operating at up to 100 mph and the inter city Pendolino,
Voyager and HST fleets capable of 125mph.
There are a number of routes where historic line speeds have
not been increased to reflect the timetable and rolling stock
operating on that route. On these routes it may be possible
to improve speeds and journey times making the rail offer a
more attractive proposition. These routes include:

»» Tyseley to Stratford upon–Avon;
»» Birmingham – Walsall – Rugeley; and
»» Coventry – Nuneaton.
Track Capacity
Network Rail use a Capacity Utilisation Index (CUI) as an
indicative measure of the use of track capacity. Where the
CUI is greater than 75%:

»» accommodating growth becomes challenging;
»» the route may make timetable planning elsewhere more
challenging; and
»» the reliability of the timetable decreases.
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During the busiest 60 minute period in the morning peak the
following routes in the West Midlands and Chiltern RUS area
are operating at:

»» Greater than 100% of track capacity
»» Kings Norton – Birmingham New Street
»» Greater than 80%
»» Birmingham New Street – Wolverhampton
»» Walsall – Hednesford
»» Water Orton – Tamworth
»» Stechford – Coventry
»» Henley in Arden – Wilnecote
»» Between 70% and 80%
»» Stourbridge Junction – Droitwich
»» Wolverhampton – Shrewsbury
»» Aston – Four Oaks
»» Tyseley – Dorridge
The track capacity on these routes is currently acting as a
significant constraint on the ability to develop the rail network
in the West Midlands. Additionally these routes impact on
performance of the rail network by restricting the flexibility
of the network to recover from delays. Given that the West
Midlands rail network, particularly Birmingham New Street,
is at the heart of the national rail network, the capacity
constraints on these routes may impact on rail operations
across the country.
Reliability and Punctuality
The West Midlands rail network is heavily used by a mix of
train types (inter city, local passenger, freight), each with very
different operating characteristics. Given the heavy usage
of the network when delays occur these often impact upon
other services; such delays are known as ‘reactionary delays’.
The measure of delay commonly used is the Public
Performance Measure (PPM). PPM combines train
punctuality and reliability into a single performance measure.
A train is defined as on time if it arrives within five minutes of
the planned destination arrival time for London, South East
and regional operators; or ten minutes for long distance
operators.
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Table 3.2 sets out the latest PPM available from each of the
TOCs providing passenger services in the region.

Table 3.2

Public Performance Measures by TOC

TOC

% MAA to 31
December 200830

TOC Target 2009/1031

Arriva Trains Wales

92.6

92.7

Chiltern Railways

95.3

95.1

Cross Country

89.5

90.0

East Midlands Trains

88.4

88.1

First Great Western

89.0

90.7

London Midland

84.2

87.8

Northern

89.2

90.1

Virgin West Coast

82.7

85.0

Wrexham and Shropshire

Not Available

Not Available

To deliver a step-change in the performance on the West
Midlands region rail network may require additional
infrastructure and rolling stock, and such solutions are
considered later in this plan.2930
Access to the Rail Network
Central to the attractiveness of the rail network is the ability
of passengers to access the network. There remain a number
of stations on the West Midlands rail network that do not
have step-free access to platforms or have large stepping
distances between platform and train. This acts as a barrier
to using rail for those with reduced mobility, with young
children or carrying baggage. Table 3.3 summarises the
busiest stations (where footfall exceeds 250,000 trips per
annum) in the West Midlands region that do not have step
free access.

29 National Rail Trends Chapter 2: Rail performance, Office of Rail Regulation, 9th April 2009
30 Control Period 4 Delivery Plan 2009, Network Rail, March 2009
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Table 3.3

Stations without Step Free Access by Footfall

Station

2008 Footfall

Hereford

899,000

Northfield

750,000

Worcester Shrub Hill

625,000

Warwick

440,000

Shirley

395,000

Hagley

360,000

Acocks Green

360,000

Bromsgrove

358,000

Dudley Port

300,000

Lichfield Trent Valley

286,000

Stations in bold are part of the DfT Access for All programme
(see Table 3.6)

Car access remains a key mode for accessing the rail
network, especially for those where walking or cycling is not
a feasible alternative. Of the 156 stations in the region 81
have a car park offering a total of 13,000 parking spaces.
Most of the key rail corridors have at least one station
offering large car parks and frequent services to Birmingham.
However, many of the car parks in the region fill up during
the peak period which acts as a barrier for future rail growth,
especially in the off peak periods.
Rail often only forms part of an integrated journey which may
include bus to access the rail network. In order to maintain
rail’s strong position in providing journeys to and between
regional centres it is essential that there are high quality busrail interchange opportunities.
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Usage and Growth in the West Midlands
Passenger
The following graph, Figure 3.3, shows the growth in the
number of trips from each station in the West Midlands
region over the past six years31.
One of the largest generators of rail demand in the region is
Birmingham International Airport and the National Exhibition
Centre. These are accessed via Birmingham International
station which has one of the highest footfalls (trips to and
from stations) in the region (detail of station footfall can be
found in Appendix B).
While the current economic downturn may impact on
demand for travel in the West Midlands, affecting all modes,
it is anticipated that the trend for growth in rail demand will
continue in the longer term.

Figure 3.3

Trips from Stations In The West Midlands Region
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31 Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) Station Usage statistics, Uplifted for Centro area to reflect Centro
travel card sales
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In the six years shown in Figure 3.3 trip from stations across
the region have increased by 36% from 31 million in 2002/3
to 42 million in 2007/8.
Crowding describes a situation where a larger number of
passengers are on a train compared with the space on-board
(seats and suitable standing space). Crowding is not only
an unpleasant experience for passengers, deterring future
use, but it also has a negative impact on performance due to
the difficulties experienced by passengers in boarding and
alighting. This is a particular problem with trains that have
doors at the ends of the coaches, in particular where intercity trains are used for local trips.
There is crowding on many of the key routes across the
region during peak periods, typically during the morning
and evening ‘rush hour’. The level of crowding on AM peak
arrivals into Birmingham is illustrated in Table 3.4 below.
Table 3.4

 ocal Services AM Arrivals At Birmingham New
L
Street (08:00-08:59)

Route

Seats

2007/8

2007/8

Peak Load

Seated Load
Factor

Cross City North

2900

2762

95%

Cross City South

2610

2353

90%

Coventry

1474

1348

91%

Wolverhampton

2000

2094

105%

Walsall

1178

772

66%

Shirley

975

860

88%

Stourbridge

1930

2203

114%

Solihull

1561

1615

103%

Worcester/Bromsgrove

910

786

86%

Tamworth

455

383

84%

Nuneaton

520

539

104%

Total

16513

15715

95%
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Table 3.4 shows the average loadings in the peak hour
exceed the seating capacity on several routes. Crowding on
the network will become more acute if the forecast growth in
rail demand over the coming years is realised.
Figure 3.4 shows how patronage is forecast to grow over
time. These growth forecasts are based on Halcrow’s
analysis undertaken for Centro in February 2009. They
reflect standard industry methods for passenger demand
forecasting.
Figure 3.4
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This suggests that trips from stations will increase by a
further 15% to 48 million by 2014 (the end of Control Period
4) and by 30% to 55 million by the end of the DaSTS time
frame in 2019.
Significant investment is planned for the rail network over
the next five years as set out later in this section. However
ongoing investment to enhance capacity over the period
covered by this plan is essential to ensure the rail network
can accommodate the additional demand required to deliver
the economic growth and environmental targets in the
region.
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Freight
Significant volumes of freight are moved by rail to and from
the region. Strategically important rail freight movements also
pass through the region. The regional rail network and freight
services that use it play a crucial role in supporting both the
regional and national economies.
The key freight markets are summarised overleaf while the
location of freight terminals and the markets served are
shown in Figure 3.6.
Automotive
Automotive services handle time-sensitive high-value
products, particularly in the case of components, for which
the transit forms part of the production process. The key
terminals are Birch Coppice, and Castle Bromwich.
Coal
Coal is moved to power stations, primarily from deep-sea
ports. Both Ironbridge and Rugely power stations are
supplied with coal by rail. Coal is also distributed from Daw
Mill Colliery by rail.
Metals
Metals traffic often moves long distances because of the
specialisation of plants, which makes the rail transit a timesensitive part of the production process. The key flows are
between the north east of England and South Wales and
therefore pass through the region.
Local terminals for metals traffic are Handsworth, Round Oak
and Wolverhampton Steel Terminal.
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Intermodal
Being landlocked, the region features a number of rail
terminals to handle intermodal containers. Traffic at these
terminals comes from deep sea ports and from mainland
Europe via the Channel Tunnel.
The terminals are Daventry, Prologis Park, Birch Coppice,
Lawley Street, Hams Hall and Donnington at Wellington.
Construction
Construction traffic is heavy-haul movement of aggregates.
Volumes can vary over time dependent upon major
construction projects. Key terminals for aggregates are
Walsall and Washwood Heath.
Oil & petroleum
This is a declining market, which has lost ground to pipelines.
The main flow to the West Midlands is to Kingsbury Oil
Terminal at Tamworth and Murco at Bedworth, generally from
the North East.
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Freight terminals in the West Midlands region
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The Regional Freight Strategy forecasts a near doubling of
freight volumes from 2003 to 2015 and then a slower growth
to 2021, as illustrated in Table 3.5 below. These forecasts
consider only traffic generated by the region. The current
economic downturn has resulted in a reduction in rail freight
movements over recent months, although it is anticipated
that this will be a temporary impact and the future growth will
remain strong.
Table 3.5	Summary Forecast Railfreight For The West
Midlands Region (Million Tonnes)
2003

2015

2021

From region

2.2

4.9

5.5

Into region

7.6

14.6

15.4

Within region

1.2

1.3

1.3

Total

11.0

20.8

22.2

To support the rail freight industry in accommodating this
additional demand and supporting the ongoing economic
growth and environmental targets the DfT is working
with Network Rail and industry stakeholders to develop a
strategic freight network details of which are provided later in
this section.
Short-term Development of the Rail Network
The future development of the rail network in the West
Midlands region is under constant review, but the industry
is regulated in such a way that significant importance is
attached to the Control Periods – five-year periods in which
Network Rail is funded to operate, maintain and renew the
network, and to deliver enhancements.
Following the Railways Act 2005, a process was established
in which the Department for Transport set the outputs it
would like to see delivered during the following Control
Period. This definition of outputs is referred to as the High
Level Output Specification (HLOS) and the money set aside
from government to support these outputs is known as the
Statement of Funds Available (SOFA).
The HLOS for Control Period 4 (CP4, 1st April 2009 – 31st
March 2014) was published in 2007 and identified three
criteria to measure how the railway would be improved
during the Control Period – safety, performance and
capacity.
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Rolling Stock Plan
In addition to enhancing the network to deliver additional
scope for capacity, for which Network Rail has been funded
(see below), a Rolling Stock Plan was created in which the
government committed to purchasing 1,300 extra vehicles by
2014.
Whilst the allocation of the rolling stock between operators
and routes is not confirmed, the latest version of the plan
(dated July 2008) indicates that the West Midlands region
will benefit from additional capacity. Part of this additional
capacity will be provided by new units, and the remainder will
be realised from the cascade of rolling stock from other parts
of the network.
Periodic Review – Control Period 4
In October 2008 the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR)
published its determination of the outputs, revenue
requirements and access charges for Network Rail for CP4.
Network Rail formally accepted the determination in February
2009.
In response, on 31st March 2009 Network Rail published
its five year business plan32 covering CP4. This sets out how
Network Rail will maintain, operate, renew and develop the
rail network over this period as specified by the HLOS.
Within the determination and Network Rail’s business plan,
there is a set of enhancements which Network Rail is funded
to deliver during CP4. The following schemes are either in
the West Midlands region or will have a direct impact on
services to and from the region:

»» Birmingham New Street gateway project;
»» Chiltern platform lengthening;
»» West Midlands platform lengthening;
»» Redditch branch enhancement;
»» extension of electrification and cross-city services to
Bromsgrove;
»» Cotswold line re-doubling options;
»» Westerleigh - Barnt Green line speed upgrade; and
»» Wrexham – London Marylebone journey time
improvements.

32 Control Period 4 Delivery Plan 2009, Network Rail, March 2009
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Strategic Freight Network
Funds have been made available to enhance the strategic
freight network across the country, and some of this
money will be reflected in investment to the region. The
strategic freight network seeks to address the challenges of
accommodating freight services on the country’s mixed use
rail network. The objectives of the strategic freight network
are to:

»» optimise freight trunk routes to minimise passenger/freight
conflicts and increase capacity;
»» develop divisionary routes and maintenance regimes that
allow 24 hour 365 day network access; and
»» improve infrastructure to handle longer and heavier trains
with a larger loading gauges.

Network Rail CP4 funding for the strategic freight network
supplements schemes already identified for funding through
the Productivity TIF. The TIF schemes are summarised as
follows:

»» loading gauge improvements from Peterborough to

Nuneaton and some initial additional capacity from
Felixstowe to Nuneaton, allowing five additional paths from
Felixstowe to be routed via Peterborough;
»» loading gauge improvements of the core route from
Southampton to the WCML via Eastleigh, Reading West
Junction, Leamington and Nuneaton; and
»» loading gauge improvements of Landor Street – Sutton
Park – Darlaston Junction to complete a second
route between Leamington and the WCML that can
accommodate larger intermodal containers.
The CP4 Network Rail funding provides for additional gauge
clearance and capacity improvements across the network,
including the following schemes that affect the services to
and from the West Midlands region:

»» improved capacity between Felixstowe and Peterborough;
»» increase gauge clearance between Southampton and
Basingstoke; and
»» other infill gauge and infrastructure improvements across
the network.
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The strategic freight network also identifies routes to be
considered for early capacity enhancements. This includes
the currently disused Stourbridge – Walsall – Lichfield route.
Access for All
The Access for All Programme33, launched in 2006
addresses the issues faced by disabled passengers. Central
to the programme is the ring-fencing of £35m funding per
year, until 2015, for provision of an obstacle free, accessible
route to and between platforms at priority stations. This
generally includes the provision of lifts or ramps, as well as
associated works and refurbishment along the defined route.
Figure 3.6 lists the stations in the West Midlands region to
which the Department for Transport has targeted Access for
All funding, subject to Network Rail carrying out a feasibility
study to identify how access can be improved. This process
will include engagement with relevant stakeholders to ensure
that the most appropriate solution can be delivered within the
objectives of the Access for All Programme.
Table 3.6	Access For All Stations Within West Midlands
Region
2006-09

2009-11

2012-2015

Kidderminster

Northfield

Henley-in-Arden

Worcester Shrub Hill

Selly Oak

Hereford

Sutton Coldfield

Leominster
Shirley

National Stations Improvement Programme (NSIP)
NSIP is a DfT backed programme to deliver improvements
to 150 medium sized stations in England and Wales. In
the White Paper34, the DfT commended the provision for
customers at the largest stations, but also highlighted
the “comparative lack of progress at some ‘intermediate
stations’.” This reflects research over recent years by
Passenger Focus.
Within the West Midlands region, the stations identified are
shown in Table 3.7.

33 Railways for all strategy, DfT (2006)
34 Delivering a Sustainable Railway, White Paper, DfT (2007)
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Table 3.7	Stations Identified In National Stations
Improvement Programme
Bloxwich

Kidderminster

Rugeley Town

Warwick

Bloxwich North

Landywood

Shrewsbury

Wem

Cannock

Leamington Spa

Tamworth

Whitchurch

Hednesford

Ludlow

Telford

Wolverhampton

Hereford

Nuneaton

University

Network Rail Discretionary Fund (NRDF)
The NRDF can be used to fund a variety of minor standalone
or renewals schemes. Schemes must demonstrate a positive
business case and are generally focused on increasing the
capacity or capability of the rail network.
Other Rail Schemes
The Regional Funding Allocation (RFA) process provides
the region with greater influence over transport investment
decisions. The process provides each region with a specific
budget to invest in local authority major schemes through
the Local Transport Plan process, although final approval
of expenditure for major schemes (those greater than £5m)
must still be made by DfT. Subject to certain conditions the
regions may use RFA budgets for any purpose appropriate to
the needs and objectives of the region.
Priority schemes to be delivered by 2014 were confirmed
in February 2009, and submitted to the DfT. In the West
Midlands region, the following rail schemes have been
identified:

»» Birmingham New Street Gateway project;
»» Bromsgrove station relocation;
»» Kidderminster station improvement;
»» Stratford Parkway new station;
»» various station and infrastructure projects; and
»» NUCKLE (Nuneaton-Coventry-Kenilworth-Leamington Spa
railway improvements) Phase 1 – Coventry to Nuneaton.
»» Connecting Coventry – station improvements;
»» Longbridge transport hub; and
»» Brinsford park and ride.
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Longer-term Development of the Rail Network
In addition to the Periodic Review for CP4, and the funding
associated with the delivery of the HLOS, the rail industry
continues to plan for the future. Network Rail is responsible for
leading the planning, and delivers this to a large extent through
the RUS process. The RUSs have been developed to achieve
the Network Rail route utilisation objective which is defined as
‘the effective and efficient use and development of the capacity
available’35.
West Midlands and Chilterns Route Utilisation Strategy
The West Midlands and Chilterns RUS is in the process of being
developed. At this stage the document does not set out any
specific objectives for the railway, however the completed RUS
will set out both specific objectives and identify schemes for the
railway, with particular focus on Control Period 5 (2014-2019).
The final document is expected to be published in 2010.
Freight Route Utilisation Strategy
The Freight RUS brings together the key strategic issues for rail
freight and identified a strategy for accommodating the planned
growth and changes in current freight demand. Key schemes for
freight in the short term have been included in Network Rail’s
funding for CP4 as summarised previously. In the longer-term
(CP 5, 2014-2019) the following schemes have been identified:

»» major enhancements in the Stafford area; and
»» major capacity enhancements on the Felixstowe to Nuneaton
route.

Great Western Route Utilisation Strategy
The Cotswold Line is covered by the Great Western RUS.
Publication of the final document is expected in mid 2009.
Wales Route Utilisation Strategy
The Hereford to Wrexham / Crewe line is covered by the RUS
for Wales, which was published in November 2008.
To support the additional capacity on the Cambrian line an
enhancement scheme to increase the extent of bi-directional
signalling on the southern approaches to Shrewsbury station will
be developed by Network Rail. These works support increased
capability of Platform 3 at Shrewsbury for bi-directional use,
consistent with the anticipated frequency increase of Cambrian
services.
35 West Midlands and Chilterns RUS scoping document, Network Rail (2008) pg 2
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The strategy also indentifies the possible lengthening of the
Abbey Foregate triangle (to the south of Shrewsbury station)
to accommodate full-length freight trains and improve
regulation.
West Coast Main Line Route Utilisation Strategy
Work on this RUS began in September 2008, with the final
document due to be published in 2010.
The scope of this RUS is still being defined, but is expected
to include an assessment of opportunities presented by resignalling, notably at Crewe and Stafford, and life extension
works at a number of other signal boxes to the north of
the route. It will also consider the aspirations of Scottish
Ministers for improved cross-border connectivity, including to
and from destinations other than London.
East Midlands Route Utilisation Strategy
The Derby to Stoke line is covered by the RUS for the East
Midlands. Publication of the final document is expected in
autumn 2009.
Network Route Utilisation Strategy
The Network RUS covers a number of planning issues which
by their nature cover a number of the geographical RUS
areas. It is necessary to consider these at a strategic network
wide level. The four sections included the Network RUS are
summarise as follows:

»» scenarios and long distance forecasts;
»» stations;
»» rolling stock and depots; and
»» electrification.
The scenarios and forecasting section is currently issued
in draft form, although consultation has now finished. It
outlines the approach to long term rail demand forecasting
including four scenarios representing future economic and
sustainability situations.
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The primary focus of the electrification section is to identify
opportunities to electrify routes that will allow existing or
proposed passenger or freight services to convert to electric
traction. Additionally it will consider options for electrifying
diversionary routes for routes which are already electrified.
A draft of the section was published for consultation in May
2009 and identifies options to electrify the following routes
that are in or will impact the West Midlands region:

»» Cross country routes including from Birmingham to

Doncaster and Wakefield, Basingstoke, Plymouth and
Paignton;
»» Birmingham Camp Hill line;
»» Chiltern lines from Marylebone to Birmingham including
Hatton to Stratford upon Avon;
»» Birmingham to Nuneaton;
»» Whitacre to Kingsbury;
»» Coventry to Nuneaton;
»» Walsall to Rugeley Trent Valley;
»» Sutton Park line;
»» Wolverhampton to Shrewsbury;
»» Hereford to Stratford-upon-Avon via Stourbridge and
Birmingham Snow Hill; and
»» Felixstowe to Nuneaton.
The remaining sections of the Network RUS are at earlier
stages of development and are due to be issued for
consultation in the coming months.
The stations section will consider how to assess station
capacity requirements and, at a generic level, what facilities
should be provided at stations, including car parking, retail
opportunities, interchange facilities and safety and security
features.
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The rolling stock section will propose solutions to deliver DfT, Transport
Scotland and the Welsh Assembly rail strategies in terms of rolling stock
deployment. It will consider options for rolling stock cascades and new
stock including wider market, operating and maintenance requirements.
The primary focus of the electrification section is to identify opportunities
to electrify routes that will allow existing or proposed passenger or freight
services to convert to electric traction. Additionally it will consider options
for electrifying diversionary routes for routes which are already electrified.
High Speed 2
The High Speed 2 company is currently exploring opportunities for a
new high speed line in the London – West Midlands corridor. An initially
proposal for the new line will be delivered by the end of 2009, with the
government assessing option thereafter. Although no firm options exist
at present the development of a new high speed line has the potential to
bring significant benefit for rail travel in the West Midlands region.
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Summary
The West Midlands region has a varied and complex rail
infrastructure that supports a diversity of passenger and
freight markets.
Growth in passenger and freight traffic has been strong in
recent years and, despite any temporary slowing of demand
due to the current economic climate, this upward trend is
expected to continue in the long term.
Significant investment in the regions rail network has already
been identified, with over £90m through Control Period 4
(2009-2014) funding and over £120m from the Regional
Funding Allocation. However the funding identified does
not cover every route in the region and no funding has been
identified beyond 2014. Ongoing investment is essential
to enhance capacity over the period covered by this plan
so that the rail network will be able to accommodate the
additional demand required to deliver the economic growth
and environmental targets in the region.
The importance of the region’s rail network has been
recognised in the number of schemes for which funding has
been made available to date to enhance the network, both
through major infrastructure projects such as Birmingham
Gateway and smaller improvements at local rail stations.
The challenge for this Rail Development Plan is to advance
the case for promoting schemes that will further encourage
the use of rail as a mode of choice. This can be achieved
through the provision of capacity to ease overcrowding, the
improvement of stations to encourage modal transfer, ease of
access to a safe and secure environment, and the creation of
new and improved journey opportunities
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4 Network Opportunities
The Network Opportunities Summary presented in Table 4.1
identifies, at a strategic level, gaps where the current
transport network may not currently align with DaSTS
objectives (although a detailed DaSTS based analysis is still
required) and summarises opportunities for the rail network
to address these gaps in current transport provision.
The station, infrastructure, services and freight plans
demonstrate the link between the rail opportunities identified
in Table 4.1 and the potential schemes that have been
identified by stakeholders. The schemes are summarised
by control period based on the time frame in which the
schemes could be delivered. The plans do not specifically
cover development of the Midland Metro tram network, but
highlight where such developments will have a direct impact
on the current or future heavy rail network.
Appendix A provides further detail of the 21 rail corridors in
the region including the current constraints, future growth
drivers and potential solutions.
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Table 4.1

Network Opportunities Summary

Route Description
The West Midlands rail network is centred on Birmingham and is comprised of largely segregated networks serving New Street and
Snow Hill stations. The rail network provides good access to the regional centres outside Birmingham including Wolverhampton,
Coventry, Hereford, Worcester, Telford, Shrewsbury, Stoke On Trent, Tamworth and Nuneaton. Birmingham International Airport and
the National Exhibition Centre are also well connected to the rail network. The West Coast Main Line (WCML) passes through the
region.
The network is primarily two-track and heavily used by a mixture of local, regional, inter-city and freight services to access key
destinations including the Southampton Ports and Wales. Freight traffic through the region is primarily carried on the WCML but
other routes also form key freight corridors to Southampton, Derby, South Wales and the West of England.
DaSTS has identified 14 ‘Strategic National Corridors’ that are critical to the nation’s transport network and economic development.
Four of these corridors either originate or pass through the West Midlands region. The rail network in the West Midlands currently
accommodates services on the national corridors in addition to local and regional services, which results in conflicting demands for
capacity on some routes.

Key Growth Drivers

»»Planned housing growth across the region
»»Birmingham City Centre regeneration
»»Rail industry investment in Birmingham Gateway and West Coast Mainline
»»Franchise plan commitments by operators
»»Expansion of Birmingham Airport
»»Provision of strategic park and ride at various sites
»»Traffic congestion on key road corridors
»»Redevelopment and regeneration initiatives including High Technology Corridors
»»Regeneration of other key regional centres such as Walsall, Coventry and Wolverhampton
»» Increasing fuel and congestion costs for car drivers leading to greater modal shift
»»Growing environmental and carbon awareness.
DaSTS Objective

Transport Problem

Rail Opportunity

To support national
economic competitiveness
and growth, by delivering
reliable and efficient
transport networks

Transport networks in the West Midlands Region are
generally well used, particularly at peak times, which
can lead to congestion and increased journey times

Infrastructure:

The current transport network is not well aligned to
support anticipated housing and economic growth in
the region

Electrification of network where practical

Investment in transport infrastructure may be necessary
to kick start regeneration
The rail network is largely two-track network requiring
freight and differing types of passenger services to
share the same tracks
The different operational characteristics of services
prevent optimum use of capacity
Network in Central Birmingham and elsewhere in the
region is operating at capacity during peak times,
preventing the introduction of new services and
creating a performance risk
Platform lengths on many routes unable to
accommodate longer trains
Gaps in electrification limit operational flexibility and
service development opportunities
The loading gauge required to handle larger freight
containers is not available on all routes. In order to
cope with predicted future traffic levels loading gauge
needs to be improved
Speed limits, rolling stock and the timetable operated
on some routes result in uncompetitive rail journey
times
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Enhance infrastructure provision to enable
operation of more services
Upgrade infrastructure to allow faster journey
times
Stations:
Extend some station platforms to permit
longer, higher capacity trains where
necessary
Services:
Increase rolling stock fleet size and extend
trains where possible including additional
stabling points
Further increase train lengths where platform
length permits
Review timetable and rolling stock used to
deliver faster journey times between key
locations
Freight:
Ensure that capacity for freight is retained as
passenger capacity is increased
Improve loading gauge where possible
Introduce new terminal capacity to meet
demand
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DaSTS Objective

Transport Problem

Rail Opportunity

To reduce transport’s
emissions of carbon
dioxide and other
greenhouse gases, with
the desired outcome of
tackling climate change

Car usage and congestion in the region currently result
in high levels of transport emissions

Infrastructure:

Lack of multi modal strategy for station access is
currently preventing many drivers from using rail for part
of their journeys
Significant demand for park and ride with many car
parks full to capacity by 9am on weekdays preventing
off peak usage
Rail is unable to capture a greater modal share due to
capacity constraints
Poor cycle and pedestrian access at some stations
prevents more sustainable access to the rail network
Much of the rail network is not electrified resulting in
many passenger and freight services being operated
by diesel trains
Reduced, or absent, early morning, evening, Saturday
and Sunday service levels on some routes make car
travel essential on some corridors
Variability in charges at station car parks may result in
passengers driving to illogical stations placing pressure
on car parking facilities at some locations

Expand electrification of the rail network
Stations:
Continue to invest in facilities that encourage
walking and cycling to stations
Increase provision of parking places and
create park and ride opportunities being
careful to minimise rail heading
Services:
Provision of modern electric rolling stock
Lengthen services to reduce overcrowding
and secure modal shift
Improve service provision to secure modal
shift, particularly improved late, early and
weekend service patterns
Increase attractiveness of railway through
provision of new and refurbished rolling
stock
Improve off peak service provision
Freight:
Ensure that rail freight increases modal share
Ensure that freight proposals improve the
resiliency of the network

To contribute to better
safety and health and
longer life expectancy by
reducing the risk of death,
injury or illness arising
from transport, and by
promoting travel modes
that are beneficial to health

Lack of opportunities for pedestrian and cycle access
to some stations does not encourage use of these
modes

Stations:

High levels of car use increases accident risk to both
users and wider communities

Enhance personal safety provision at station
including CCTV

To promote greater
equality of opportunity
for all citizens, with the
desired outcome of
achieving a fairer society

Not all stations on the network meet Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) accessibility standards
limiting attractiveness for those with reduced mobility

To improve quality of life
for transport users and
non-transport users, and
to promote a healthy
natural environment.

Perceptions of personal safety at some stations could
be further improved

Reduced, or absent, early morning, evening, Saturday
and Sunday service levels on some routes make
access to leisure and employment opportunities
difficult for non car-drivers

Continue to invest in facilities that encourage
walking and cycling to stations

Services:
Ensure rail becomes preferred mode of
choice
Stations:
Upgrade stations as appropriate to be fully
DDA compliant
Services:
Improve off peak service provision

Not all stations offer a high quality waiting environment

Stations:

Some ageing rolling stock cannot match modern
requirements

Undertake upgrades as required to improve
station quality and information provision

Need to further improve passenger information

Services:
Seek to enhance rail’s modal share
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Station Plan
A fundamental factor in the success of the rail network is
ensuring easy access to stations and high quality station
facilities. In order to achieve this it is necessary to provide
high quality stations located where people need them. The
following opportunities for stations have been identified:

»» improve accessibility through new or relocated stations;
»» encourage modal shift from road to rail through providing

better access (park and ride);
»» Increase the attractiveness of public transport by providing
high quality interchange opportunities and network
integration;
»» encourage cycling and walking to stations;
»» improving general station quality;
»» providing high quality and consistent passenger
information; and
»» provide additional rail network capacity through longer
platforms, allowing longer trains to serve stations.
In some corridors it will be necessary to increase available
passenger capacity in order to accommodate future growth
in rail demand. This can be achieved by operating longer
trains, although longer platforms may be required to facilitate
this.
Encouraging car users to rail for their main journey will have
a positive impact on the DaSTS objectives. There is also a
significant opportunity to reduce car usage to access the rail
network, and make the rail network more attractive to those
with out a car, by improving facilities for bus, pedestrian and
cycle access.
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To meet the DaSTS objectives it is essential to maximise the
connectivity between areas of housing, employment, leisure
and civic opportunities. To make this connection through
the rail network it is important to offer passengers the
opportunity to access the rail network. Table 4.1 identifies
an opportunity to maximise connectivity through provision
of new or relocated station that better serve the catchment
area. The opportunity to deliver new stations is closely
aligned to other rail opportunities. The consideration of a
new station site may be made as part of the identification of
strategic park and ride sites that seeks to improve access
for car users. Some station relocations may be considered
for operational reasons, such as the inability to lengthen
platforms at the current location.
Table 4.2 summarises the strategically important station
schemes that have been identified.
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Table 4.2

Stations Plan - Network Summary

2009-2014
(Control Period 4)

2014-2019
(Control Period 5)

Birmingham Gateway project to rebuild
Birmingham New Street station

High quality Moor Street – New Street station
linkage to create a ‘one station’ concept for the
city centre

Moor Street station upgrade and additional
bay platforms
Connecting Coventry - station upgrade in
association with new platforms, platform
renewal and redevelopment scheme around
station
Nuneaton – Coventry – Kenilworth –
Leamington Enhancments (NUCKLE) Phase 1,
Nuneaton – Coventry including new stations
Coventry Arena and Bermuda Park
New station at Kenilworth
New station at Stratford Parkway
Relocated Bromsgrove station
Kidderminster station upgrade and integration
with bus services

Further platform extensions and station
upgrades
Further car park expansion
Further upgrade of Moor Street in connection
with Camp Hill chords
New stations across network including:

»»Walsall – Wolverhampton line
»»Camp Hill line
»»Tamworth line
»»Sutton Park line
»»Worcester Parkway
»»Shrewsbury Parkway
»»Brinsford

Major new Park and Ride site and station
upgrade at Longbridge
Wolverhampton Interchange
Telford station parking and station
improvements
Platform extensions and station upgrades
across network
Station access improvements across network
including car park expansions, cycle and
pedestrian access and bus integration
Schemes highlighted in bold have funding identified

Other potential future schemes include:

»» Telford Park and Ride
»» central Birmingham station changes resulting from

potential high speed line; and
»» other additional local and strategic park and ride stations.
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Infrastructure Plan
It is essential the network develops to accommodate
rail demand growth, maximise the connectivity between
new centres of housing, employment, leisure and civic
opportunities and improve reliability. The following
opportunities for developing rail infrastructure have been
identified:

»» increased capacity and improve performance on the rail

network through resignalling schemes, improved junction
and station layouts and reinstatement of passing loops and
double track sections;
»» encouraging modal shift to rail by increasing line speeds
and reducing journey times;
»» enable the railway to handle freight more efficiently by
increasing loading gauge (the height and width of vehicles
the network can accommodate) where necessary;
»» reinstatement of former routes and construction of new
lines to improve connectivity, capacity and performance;
and
»» support the reduction in pollution through route
electrification, allowing more electric services to operate.
In some corridors it will be necessary to increase the
passenger capacity available to accommodate future rail
demand. It is also necessary to make the rail offer more
attractive to encourage modal shift from car to rail and realise
the benefits to health, safety and the environment.
An important opportunity to increase capacity and encourage
modal shift is through increasing the frequency of services.
Service frequency is an important factor when passengers
make a decision to travel and provision of frequent services
is crucial in attracting more car users to rail.
Many of the rail corridors, key stations and junctions on the
rail network are already operating at or close to capacity.
It will therefore be necessary to consider opportunities to
provide new and improved infrastructure to allow a more
frequent train service to operate. The opportunities available
to enhance capacity range from smaller local enhancements
such as new passing loops or reinstated double track, to
large scale resignalling schemes and new or reinstated
former routes.
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An important factor in a passenger’s journey experience,
which directly affects their decision to use a specific mode, is
the perceived reliability of that mode. Reliability is also a key
consideration of many freight operators, especially in moving
intermodal freight traffic where road competes strongly.
Improved infrastructure to facilitate more frequent trains will
also improve the reliability of services. Freight and passenger
operations have very different operating characteristics and
infrastructure requirements and opportunities to segregate
these two users of the network should be considered.
To secure modal shift and support economic development
it is essential to provide quick links between key locations.
Many of the routes in the West Midland region have speed
limits that have been set based on historical rolling stock
types and timetables. There may be relatively simple
opportunities to increase speed limits on existing routes. This
will bring important benefits by allowing journey times to be
reduced.
Much of the passenger and freight network in the West
Midlands region is operated by diesel trains. Diesel services,
when well used, are less environmentally damaging than road
based alternatives. However, there remains an opportunity
to further improve the environmental credentials of the rail
network and support the DaSTS objectives by electrifying
further routes and operating electric services.
Table 4.3 summarises the strategically important schemes.
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Table 4.3

Infrastructure Plan - Network Summary

2009-2014 (Control Period 4)

2014-2019 (Control Period 5)

Resignalling schemes for:

Stafford area remodelling

»»Stratford Line
»»Water Orton/Camp Hill corridors
»»Kidderminster corridor
»»Walsall and Cannock Lines
Bromsgrove electrification
Redditch branch upgrade
Redoubling of track between Kenilworth and
Coventry
4 tracking between Longbridge and Barnt
Green
Gauge and capacity enhancements on the
strategic freight network

Camp Hill chord lines and provision of four
terminal platforms at Moor Street
Resignalling schemes for:

»»Birmingham New St area
»»Worcester area
»»Wolverhampton area
Electrification of key infill lines e.g. Walsall
– Rugeley, Nuneaton – Birmingham,
Wolverhampton – Shrewsbury, Coventry –
Nuneaton
Stourbridge – Walsall freight line reinstatement
Remodelling at Dorridge and Leamington Spa

Barnt Green to Westerleigh speed
improvements

NUCKLE Phase 2, Kenilworth to Leamington
redoubling

Redoubling parts of the Cotswold line

Tram Train technology on the Stourbridge –
Walsall corridor

Loading gauge enhancements between
Southampton and the West Coast Main Line
and between Felixstowe and Nuneaton

Additional depot and stabling facilities

Schemes highlighted in bold have funding identified

Other potential future schemes include:

»» high speed line and associated improvements to the

current rail network including capacity on the Birmingham
– Coventry corridor;
»» further resignalling, electrification and redoubling schemes;
»» reopening of Walsall to Lichfield line; and
»» loading gauge enhancements north of Water Orton.
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Service Plan
The services operated, their reliability and the quality of
the journey experience are central to people’s decision to
travel by rail. In order for rail to generate modal shift and
accommodate additional demand it is essential that high
quality rail services are provided. The following opportunities
for service improvements have been identified:

»» provide additional rail network capacity through operation

of longer trains;
»» provide additional capacity and encourage modal shift
from road to rail through more frequent rail services;
»» facilitate economic development and encourage modal
shift through new services that better connect areas of
housing, employment, leisure and civic opportunities;
»» increase the attractiveness of rail for leisure journeys by
improving early morning, evening, and weekend service
provision;
»» encourage modal shift and improve perceived security of
the rail network by providing new and refurbished rolling
stock;
»» encourage modal shift and increased connectivity between
key locations by reducing journey times; and
»» reduce pollution impacts through provision of more electric
trains
In some corridors it will be necessary to increase passenger
capacity in order to accommodate future demand growth.
Crowding is a key factor in passengers’ perception of
the quality of rail journey. A crowded journey, where the
passenger is forced to stand for a long distance, will deter
potential rail users. In order to increase capacity additional
rolling stock will be required and can be deployed in a
number of ways. Lengthening trains allows capacity to be
increased within the existing track capacity, although it may
be necessary to lengthen platforms as referenced in the
Station Plan. Alternatively new rolling stock can be used
to increase capacity by operating an increased frequency
service, though this may require additional infrastructure as
summarised in the Infrastructure Plan.
Increasing the frequency of service also brings other
advantages in helping meet the DaSTS objectives. The
frequency of service is a key deciding factor in a potential
passengers’ decision to travel by rail. Therefore opportunities
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to increase the frequency of service will bring benefits by
encouraging modal shift from car to rail and realising the
environmental, health and safety benefits that this can bring.
The quality of the rail journey experience is a key factor in
potential passengers’ decision to use rail or an alternative
mode. The impact that crowding can have has already
been summarised. The quality of the rolling stock used can
also impact on the passengers’ perception of the rail offer.
Several new rolling stock fleets have been introduced in the
West Midlands region over recent years, including Voyagers
on Cross Country services, Pendolinos on West Coast
Main Line services and Turbostars and Desiros on local
and regional services. However, many routes are operated
using stock dating from the mid 1980s which do not include
contemporary facilities such as fully accessible toilets
and real time information. This rolling stock will be due for
refurbishment or replacement within the period of this Rail
Development Plan. Improving the quality of rail stock used
on the network, through either refurbishment or replacement,
can help secure modal shift from car to rail and the benefits
that this brings to the environment, health and safety.
Actual end to end journey time, together with the frequency
offered by rail, are arguably the primary deciding factors
when potential passengers make a decision to use rail.
Therefore, improving journey times between key locations
and frequency of services will improve the attractiveness of
rail, supporting a number of the DaSTS objectives. Bringing
areas of housing, employment, leisure and civic opportunities
closer together will encourage people to take up these
opportunities supporting economic growth in the region.
Quicker journey times will also encourage modal shift and the
associated benefits this brings. Quicker journey times can be
realised through new rolling stock with better performance
capabilities, increased line speeds as summarised in the
Infrastructure Plan or through revisions to the timetable to
provide optimum stopping patterns.
Operating more services using electric rolling stock (in
connection with electrifying additional routes) will further
improve the environmental credentials of the rail network and
support the DaSTS objectives.
Table 4.4 summarises strategically important service
improvement schemes.
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Table 4.4

Service Plan - Network Summary

2009-2014 (Control Period 4)

2014-2019 (Control Period 5)

New Class 172 diesel trains to replace
Class 150s

Birmingham Central Area Rail Capacity
Improvements including new services on Camp
Hill line and Tamworth line

New Class 350 electric trains to replace
Class 321s
Pendolinos lengthened to 11 cars
Train lengthening on Cross City and Snow
Hill lines
Improved early morning, evening, Saturday and
Sunday services
Improved timetable on the Snow Hill Lines

New local services on:

»»Sutton Park Line
»»Hereford – Shrewsbury
Enhanced services between Coventry and
Leamington (NUCKLE Phase 2)
Further train lengthening
New inter city rolling stock on Cotswold line

Enhanced Coventry – Nuneaton line service
(NUCKLE Phase 1)
New Aberystwyth/Shrewsbury to London
services
Increased Cross City services to Redditch
and Bromsgrove
Faster Chiltern Railways journey times to
London
Schemes highlighted in bold have funding identified

Other potential future schemes include:

»» review service patterns in light of new high speed line

potentially releasing capacity for development of freight,
local and regional services;
»» new Nuneaton to Birmingham local service;
»» improved inter regional links, e.g. to the East Midlands;
»» optimise use of station capacity in Birmingham city centre;
and
»» reopening of Walsall to Lichfield line.
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Freight Plan
Rail freight has a vital role to play in supporting the ongoing
economic growth in the region and across the country,
while reducing the negative environmental impacts of
freight transport. Of specific importance is rail’s ability to
handle intermodal freight traffic. Improvements to the freight
network will benefit the regional and national economies. The
following opportunities to support the development of rail
freight have been identified:

»» allow larger intermodal containers to be moved across the

network by increasing loading gauge on key routes;
»» ensure there is sufficient capacity for rail freight growth on
the network; and
»» minimise rail freight journey times by providing:
»» more longer and faster passing loops to reduce the
impact of freight trains stopping to allow passenger
services to pass, and
»» easy rail access to freight terminals.
Over recent years intermodal containers have increased
in size. The loading gauge on many routes is not sufficient
to handle these containers when carried on conventional
rail wagons. It is possible to move these containers using
‘well’ wagons (where the container sits in a well between
the wheels). However, well wagons can not hold as many
containers and therefore the payload and viability of the rail
freight services is compromised. Road provides significant
competition for movement of these loads and it is important
to maximise the payload on rail freight services to reduce
costs and maintain rail’s attractiveness. Moving freight by rail
is essential in meeting a number of the DaSTS objectives; in
particular reducing lorry miles will bring significant benefits in
reducing pollution.
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It is essential that future developments of infrastructure and
passenger services make provision for continuing growth
in the freight market. Where opportunities for expanding
infrastructure to provide additional passenger services are
being developed there may be additional benefits to be
gained by making specific provision for freight services.
To maximise the attractiveness of rail freight it is important
to provide competitive and reliable journey times. On many
routes in the region it is difficult to accommodate both
passenger and freight services on the same infrastructure.
As long as the final destination can be reached the route
that freight services take is flexible. Therefore opportunities
to provide additional freight routes to access the region will
allow freight services to be more competitive while bringing
benefits for passenger services on the existing routes.
Similarly improving the access from the rail network to freight
terminals will help reduce journey times. To access some
freight terminals services are required to ‘set back’ (reverse)
into the terminal. This can occupy the main running lines of
a route for several minutes preventing other services from
passing. Alternatively the freight service may need to run to
a convenient location to reverse, which is time consuming.
Providing improved access to freight terminals can not only
reduce the freight journey time but also free capacity for
other services to use.
More competitive freight services will help ensure that
rail can move freight that would otherwise move by road.
This will bring benefits in achieving a number of DaSTS
objectives, in particular reducing pollution.
Table 4.5 below summarise the strategically important
schemes.
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Table 4.5

Freight Plan - Network Summary

2009-2014 (Control Period 4)

2014-2019 (Control Period 5)

Loading gauge enhancements
between Southampton and the
West Coast Main Line and between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton

Stourbridge – Walsall freight line
reinstatement

4 tracking between Longbridge and
Barnt Green

Stafford to Bushbury Junction freight
loops

Gauge and capacity enhancements on
the strategic freight network including
north of Walsall and between Water
Orton and Derby

Direct access from Derby direction to
Kingsbury freight terminal IN45

New freight terminals at Wednesbury
and Hilltop

Chord line (with the West Coast Main
Line) at Nuneaton to improve freight
handling capacity
Improved freight terminal at Murco
Petroleum, Hawksbury Lane
South Coast to West Coast Main Line
container traffic growth
Schemes highlighted in bold have funding identified

Other potential future schemes include:

»» reopening of Walsall to Lichfield line; and
»» loading gauge enhancements north of Water Orton.
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5 Next Steps
The Rail Development Plan is currently issued for
consultation, with a deadline for feedback of 11th September
2009. Stakeholders are invited to provide comments on the
plan, in particular the schemes that have been identified in
each route plan.
Ongoing consultation and stakeholder engagement will be
required to develop schemes and identify suitable funding
opportunities. Of particular importance is inclusion in the
High Level Output Specification for Control Period 5 (20142019) and the DaSTS process. Gaining inclusion into further
Regional Funding Allocation programmes will also be critical
for more local schemes.
In order to secure funding further development of schemes
included in the Plan will be required. This work will include
further assessment of identified problems that the scheme is
seeking to address and ensuring that a sound evidence base
is presented in support of a scheme. This will also include
identification of an acceptable business case, delivery
mechanisms and any risks.
Following feedback the Rail Development Plan will be
reviewed and finalised by the Regional Rail Forum in
partnership with local authorities within the West Midlands
region, Centro, West Midlands Regional Assembly,
Advantage West Midlands, Network Rail, train operating
companies, freight operating companies and the Department
for Transport.
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Feedback
Your feedback on this draft West Midlands Region Rail
Development Plan is an important part of the development
process.
If you have any comments please share these with us by
emailing:
rdpfeedback@centro.org.uk
or in writing to:
David Ride
Centro
Centro House
16 Summer Lane
Birmingham
B19 3SD
The deadline for feedback is 11th September 2009.
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